A Review of the Evidence for Intrinsic Ethnic Differences as Important Determinants of Skin Aging and Carcinogenesis: A Hope For All Ethnicities
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ABSTRACT

By the year 2030, an estimated 1 in every 5 US residents will be over 65 years of age. Skin aging, which encompasses an entire spectrum of changes starting with fine rhytids (wrinkles), discolorations, and benign keratoses, progressing to deeper wrinkles, pre-cancerous lesions, and eventually skin cancers is of particular interest in dermatology. Skin pigmentation, or lack of it, is thought to be the most important determinant of how quickly (or slowly) people age. However, there is data suggesting that this may not be the case and other factors, such as ethnic differences in DNA repair may also play a major role. This article reviews available data on the differential aging process by ethnic background. The findings strongly suggest that there are other important determinants of aging besides skin color where future research may suggest ways to slow or reverse skin aging which can possibly benefit all ethnicities.

INTRODUCTION

Aging is an important and current topic in dermatology. By the year 2030, over 20% of U.S. residents are projected to be 65 years or older, compared with 13% in 2010.[1] Skin aging encompasses an entire spectrum of changes starting with fine rhytids, discolorations, and benign keratoses, progressing to deeper rhytids, pre-cancerous lesions, and eventually skin cancers. Ethnic differences in the aging process, including age of onset and severity of skin aging have been described. Defining the structural, functional, and biochemical differences in the skin of individuals from different ethnic backgrounds has been of interest in many fields including dermatology. Studies of pigmentary differences (size, distribution of melanosomes) have yielded the most consistent results, however studies regarding differences in other skin components have yielded inconclusive results.[2]

Skin pigmentation, or lack there of it, is thought to be the main determinant of how quickly (or slowly) people age. Many people, including dermatologists have traditionally assumed that the most important driver of skin aging is Fitzpatrick skin type (FST) and/or skin color. However, more recent
data suggests that other factors such as ethnic differences in DNA repair may also play a key role in aging. Although darker skin types are less prone to the damaging effects of UV exposure, other factors may also influence the progression of skin aging. Here we present data suggesting that population differences in other genetic factors, such as ethnic differences in DNA repair and gene polymorphisms may be just as important as pigmentation in determining the propensity and pace of skin aging.

METHODS

Studies were identified by searching Pubmed and MEDLINE databases. Search terms included “skin carcinogenesis”, “skin aging”, “ethnicity”, “DNA repair.” We only included published articles in peer-reviewed journals that were written or translated in English. No year limits were applied and therefore included the full year range of the database until November 2020.

RESULTS

Ethnic Differences in Skin Aging and Carcinogenesis

It is well known that various ethnicities age differently. More specifically, several publications present data which suggest that the aging process in Asians begins significantly later than in Caucasians. In a cross-sectional study comparing the age of occurrence and severity of signs of skin aging of 256 women in Sendai, Japan and 280 women in Paris, France, rhytids occurred at comparable severity and frequency on average 15 years earlier in French women below 65 years old.[3] More specifically, rhytids, including expression lines on the forehead, frown lines, crow's feet, rhytids under the eyes and rhytids on upper lip were more pronounced at an earlier age in French women than in Japanese women. However, after 65 years of age the differences between the 2 populations are no longer significant. Comparing Chinese women again to French women a 10-year delay in rhytid onset in Chinese women was documented, supporting the ethnic population-related difference in the kinetics of rhytid severity.[4] Rhytid severity in French women followed a linear increase during aging while rhytid severity in Chinese women appeared to go through two stages—a slow increase until the age of 50 followed by a faster increase thereafter. In fact, after 60 years of age, the severity of rhytids was similar between both the Chinese and French population—in the same way that Japanese women matched their French counterparts after 65 years of age. Lastly, another study documented a similar result comparing wrinkle formation and skin sagging between Caucasians in America and Japanese in Japan.[5] As demonstrated in the above two studies, they also found that Japanese wrinkle scores were significantly lower than Caucasians in all areas of the face in younger age groups (20-49). However, wrinkle scores are similar by the age 50-60 years of age. Moreover, with regard to the most severe end of the skin-aging spectrum, skin cancer formation; there is also a large difference in risk of cancer by ethnicity. In a “head to head” comparison of nonmelanoma skin cancer among dermatology patients in Osaka University Medical Center as compared to patients from Colorado University, patients in Japan had 1/100 of the risk of patients in the United States.[6] The rate of skin cancers in Caucasians compared to East Asians and Pacific Islanders (Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Hawaiian, Filipino) living in Hawaii was 45:1.[7]
Individual Topology Angle (ITA)

Individual Topology Angle (ITA) was developed as an objective classification of skin color based on colorimetric parameters L* (luminance) and b* (yellow/blue component). Although individuals with red hair and blue eyes have clearly lighter skin than Asian individuals, when a large population is studied, on average, according to the most rigorous objective quantification, there is significant overlap between Caucasian, Russian, Chinese and Japanese women (Figure 1).[8]

Fitzpatrick Skin Phototype or Color Not Necessarily a Predictor of Skin Aging

There are available data to suggest that the above difference in skin aging by ethnicity is not simply determined by the pigmentation of the skin; in fact, skin coloration may not even be the most important factor on skin aging. Here are the data documenting that, within non-Caucasian ethnic groups, some ethnicities with darker skin ages faster than lighter skin groups. Hillebrand et al. conducted a large population survey involving more than 2000 subjects in Los Angeles, Rome, London, Akita and Kagoshima (Japan). Surprisingly, with regard to signs of aging such as facial wrinkling, Asians showed the least amount of wrinkling, even as compared to African Americans.[9] As expected, Caucasians showed more wrinkling than either Asians or African Americans. Latinos showed wrinkling similar to African Americans, even though Latinos and Asians were similar in coloration as measured by the investigators. Interestingly, in this study, East Asians living in Los Angeles (Japanese, Korean, Chinese) showed no significant difference in facial wrinkling compared to women living in Japan. In another study, women in Bangkok, Thailand showed more severe level of wrinkling compared to Japanese or Chinese women despite the fact that Thai women were documented to be naturally more darkly pigmented than Japanese or Chinese women.[5,8]
The reviewed evidence suggests that there are other intrinsic factors that may play a critical role in determining the aging process in addition to skin pigmentation. As documented above, there is data showing that certain ethnic groups with lighter skin, such as East Asians develop signs of aging such as facial wrinkling much later than African Americans. The data comparing the skin aging signs of Thai women when measured against Japanese and Chinese women also indicate that darker pigmentation does not always lead to less or slower skin aging. Moreover, the tremendous difference in skin cancer risk between Caucasian and Japanese as documented in "head-to-head" comparison between University of Colorado and University of Osaka cannot be fully explained by the difference in skin pigmentation when the skin pigmentation appears similar between these two groups when rigorously measured (ITA). It is traditionally believed that increased amounts of melanin better protect against UV-induced DNA damaged which then leads to decreased skin aging and carcinogenesis.[10] Sheehan Et. al. documented that UV-induced DNA damage occurred to the similar extent in individuals with FST II and FST IV skin; however, individuals with FST IV skin repair the experimentally induced damage more rapidly compared to those with FST II skin.[11]

What explains these notable differences between various ethnic groups regarding how their skin ages ranging from wrinkles to skin cancers? There are several possible explanations that underlie these differences. For one, Sheenhan Et. al. have documented difference in DNA repair capacity in skin by different FST. More specifically, after multiple exposures, the UV-induced DNA damage was repaired more rapidly among individuals with FST IV skin compared to FST II. The authors hypothesized that the more rapid repair may be due to a UV-inducible SOS-like response previously described by several authors.[12]

There is also the possibility of genetically determined differences among ethnic groups in the robustness of the DNA repair mechanisms. Certain variants for melanocortin receptor (MC1R) are associated with an increased risk of NMSC independent of skin color, hair color, and self-reported phenotypic pigmentation.[13] Therefore, the differences in ethnic aging may be also be due to certain existence of the variants for MC1R.

Ethnic difference in telomere length and DNA repair capacity represents another possible area of research in anti-aging. In addition to the possible variation in DNA repair, it is well accepted that telomere shortening and damage is associated with the aging process. There is increasing evidence that telomerase, the enzyme that preserves the length of telomeres, may play a critical role in aging of the skin. The available data suggests that there are polymorphisms of telomerase[14]. Therefore, it is entirely possible that different ethnic groups (for example, Caucasians versus East Asians/Africans), may in fact have telomerase of varying efficacy that may explain the phenotypic differences in skin cancer risk and aging as documented above. Few preliminary studies have investigated telomere length and aging. Brown et. al. demonstrated that even though telomere length may differ amongst gender or race, it does not account for differences in population health outcomes[16]. Furthermore, a study on salivary telomere
Table 1. Non-topical agents that enhance DNA repair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Topical Agent</th>
<th>Mechanism of Action</th>
<th>Clinical Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *Polypodium leucotomos* extract | • Decreases lipid peroxides and neutralizes superoxide anions and free radicals  
• Anti-inflammatory properties – Reduction of UV-induced cyclooxygenase-2, p53 suppressor genes, and formation of cyclobutene pyrimidine dimers (CPD) | • Prevention of polymorphous light eruption and photodermatoses[15]  
• Decreases acute pigment darkening[16] |
| Nicotinamide            | • Cofactor of ATP and enhances DNA repair                                            | • Treatment and prevention of nonmelanoma skin cancers and actinic keratosis[17] |

Table 2. Topical agents that enhance DNA repair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topical Agents</th>
<th>Mechanism of Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DNA Repair Enzymes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Photolyase</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                         | • DNA repair enzyme splits cyclobutene; therefore reducing cyclobutene pyrimidine dimers (CPD) present[18]  
• Shown to decrease Actinic Keratoses (AK)[19] |
| **Topical T4 endonuclease V** | • DNA repair enzyme derived from the UV-resistant microbe Micrococcus luteus  
• Enhances DNA repair by removing cyclobutene pyrimidine dimers (CPDs)[20] |
| **Green tea polyphenols** | • Green tea has green tea polyphenols such as Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG)  
• Induce DNA repair via induction of IL-12 keratinocytes  
• Protects epidermal langerhans cells from UV damage and UV-induced damage[21,22] |
| **Nicotinamide (vitamin B3)** | • Essential coenzyme for cellular ATP production and DNA Repair  
• Decreased nicotinamide slows DNA Repair[23,24] |
length did not account for race/ethnic differences in late life health and is not significantly associated with indicators of health among different races. These studies did not investigate telomere repair capacity specifically[17]. Therefore, the authors recommend future research to be focused on the ethnic differences in telomere and DNA repair capacity given the paucity of studies in this area. A review of the literature regarding skin aging and carcinogenesis revealed a significant difference among ethnic groups. Interestingly, the degree of skin pigmentation, even though important appears not entirely adequate to explain the documented differences in aging and the risk of carcinogenesis. A recent review on the lack of correlation between UV exposure and melanoma risk in skin of color also suggests that something other than UV exposure and skin pigmentation may be a more important determinant.[15]. A more advanced and accurate understanding of the skin aging process that goes beyond pigmentary differences may uncover new ways to minimize skin aging. Enhancing DNA repair through topical and oral treatments is already a reality through several of the following treatments. Oral agents such as *polypodium leucotomos extract* (PLE)[18] and nicotinamide (vitamin B3) and topical agents such as DNA repair enzymes and green tea polyphenols are all supplements that can enhance DNA repair (Table 1 and 2). These treatments may offer more hope to counter skin aging beyond skin pigmentation. Further research regarding differences in DNA repair mechanisms extends beyond the field of dermatology and examines how DNA repair mechanisms may affect neurological disorders. Recent research notes that patients with neurodegenerative disorders like Huntington's disease and Alzheimer's disease share an endophenotype of impaired DNA damage repair[19].With the recent identification of this endophenotype researchers are now able to explore new opportunities in therapeutic interventions[20]. This demonstrates that this research and its potential therapeutic benefits are already being investigated for use in other disease states outside of cutaneous pathophysiology.

**CONCLUSION**

The differential aging process by ethnic background as well as basic science progress on skin aging was reviewed in this article. The data reviewed here indicates that skin aging is multifactorial in origin. While differences in skin aging and skin repair were highlighted here amongst different races, it is important to remember that we are all human beings. As such, the authors hope that the information presented here will educate readers and encourage future investigations on this topic with the goal of making use of the documented differential speed of aging between different ethnic groups as a "door of opportunity" that can lead us to find novel ways to mitigate skin aging and skin carcinogenesis to improve patient care and quality of life for people of all ethnicities.
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